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ABSTRACT

Software composition analysis (SCA) is a type of program analysis that aims to
provide a software bill of materials (BOM) – a comprehensive list of components
that are the building blocks of the analyzed program. This list of components can
be used to detect license violations and vulnerabilities in the analyzed program.
An SCA tool is only as good as the BOM it produces, with false positives requiring
unnecessary manual audition work and false negatives possibly leaving the code
vulnerable.

Linux is the most widespread operating system (OS) in the world, ranging from
the tiniest embedded devices to the largest super computers and being the core of
the mobile OS, Android. Being so popular, it has also gone through rigorous
testing, having over 3000 known security vulnerabilities reported against it. The
Linux kernel follows a modular design, with the ability of expanding the capabil-
ities of the kernel by loading extensions called Linux kernel modules (LKM) on
demand. The modularity of the Linux kernel is emphasized by the fact that most
of the code in the Linux kernel source tree belongs to kernel modules instead of
the kernel core itself.

This led to the hypothesis that a significant number of vulnerabilities reported
against the Linux kernel are actually affecting some LKM instead. To test this
theory, an extension for detecting LKMs from binary code was developed for Pro-
tecode SC, a commercial SCA tool using Static Binary Analysis (SBA). This ex-
tension was tested by scanning Linux based firmware images with a known kernel
configuration compiled for different processor architectures.

The results were promising. Even though the unique properties of LKM file for-
mat and the sheer number of individual LKMs made the teaching process harder
than initially thought, the developed extension is certainly accurate enough to de-
tect about 60% of LKMs in every test case.

The research showed that there indeed is a notable number of vulnerabilities
in LKMs. However, the quality of the vulnerability data regarding Linux ker-
nel vulnerabilities in National Vulnerability Database (NVD) is not sufficient for
automatically mapping vulnerabilities to individual LKMs. Further studies are
required for other vulnerability sources and automatic data improvements for
NVD.

Keywords: Loadable kernel module, software composition analysis, vulnerability
management
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TIIVISTELMÄ

Ohjelmistokoostumusanalyysi on ohjelmistoanalyysin muoto, jonka tavoitteena
on tuottaa kattava lista analysoidussa ohjelmistossa käytetyistä kolmannen osa-
puolen kirjastoista. Tätä listaa voidaan hyödyntää tunnistamaan lisenssiehtojen
rikkomuksia ja analysoidun ohjelmiston sisältämiä tunnettuja haavoittuvuuksia.
Ohjelmistokoostumusanalyysityökalun laadun määrittelee sen tuottaman listan
tarkkuus - väärät positiiviset aiheuttavat ylimääräisiä manuaalisia tarkastuksia
ja väärät negatiiviset voivat jättää koodiin aukkoja.

Linux on maailman laajimmille levinnyt käyttöjärjestelmä, jota käytetään kaik-
kein pienimmistä sulautetuista järjestelmistä aina tehokkaimpiin supertietoko-
neisiin. Se on myös mobiilikäyttöjärjestelmä Androidin ydin. Suuren suosionsa
vuoksi sitä on myös testattu perusteellisesti ja sille on raportoitu yli 3000 tunnet-
tua haavoittuvuutta. Linux-järjestelmäydin noudattaa modulaarista suunnitte-
lua, joka mahdollistaa ytimen ominaisuuksien laajentamisen lataamalla järjestel-
mäydinlaajennoksia tarvittaessa. Järjestelmäytimen modulaarisuutta alleviivaa
se, että suurin osa koodista Linuxin lähdekoodivarastossa kuuluu järjestelmäy-
dinlaajennoksille itse ytimen sijaan.

Tämä johti hypoteesiin siitä, että huomattava osuus Linux-järjestelmäytimelle
raportoiduista haavoittuvuuksista koskisivat itse asiassa järjestelmäydinlaajen-
noksia. Tämän testaamiseksi kehitettiin laajennos Protecode SC:hen, kaupalli-
seen ohjelmistokoostumusanalyysityökaluun, joka hyödyntää staattista binääria-
nalyysiä. Tätä laajennosta testattiin skannaamalla eri prosessoriarkkitehtuureil-
le käännettyjä Linux-pohjaisia laiteohjelmistoja, joiden järjestelmäydinasetukset
tunnettiin.

Tulokset olivat lupaavia. Vaikka järjestelmäydinlaajennosten omaleimaiset omi-
naisuudet ja yksittäisten laajennosten suuri määrä tekivätkin niiden opettamises-
ta odotettua vaikeampaa, kehitetty järjestelmä on silti tarpeeksi tarkka havaitse-
maan noin 60% laajennoksista jokaisessa testissä.

Tutkimus osoitti, että järjestelmäydinlaajennoksia koskevia haavoittuvuuksia
on huomattava määrä. Linux-järjestelmäydintä koskevien haavoittuvuustietojen
laatu Yhdysvaltain kansallisessa haavoittuvuustietokannassa on kuitenkin riittä-
mätön, jotta niitä voitaisiin automaattisesti yhdistää yksittäisiin järjestelmäydin-
laajennoksiin. Muiden haavoittuvuustietokantojen käyttöä ja kansallisen haavoit-
tuvuustietokannan tietojen automaattista parantamista on syytä tutkia lisää.

Avainsanat: Järjestelmäydinlaajennos, ohjelmistokoostumusanalyysi, haavoittu-
vuuksien hallinta
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1. INTRODUCTION

Modern software development is not about writing everything from scratch, it is more
about selecting the right ready-made pieces and gluing them together. As the use of
open-source software (OSS) is on a steady rise even in proprietary software products
[1], the attack surface of the programs has increased. This has created a new field on
software security scene: Software Composition Analysis (SCA). SCA tools are used
to identify third-party components like OpenSSL and Linux kernel from user provided
files, such as build artifacts and end binaries. There are plenty of commercial tools
available, one of them being Protecode SC, developed by Synopsys.

Linux is the most widely used operating system in the world [2] due to the popu-
larity of Linux based mobile OS Android [3]. It is used everywhere from the tiniest
embedded systems [4] to the largest super computers [5]. There have also been a sig-
nificant number of known vulnerabilities reported against it over the years [6] making
it the most vulnerable product according to CVE Details [7], a site that lists Common
Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVEs)1. However, many of the reported vulnerabilities
actually affect drivers, the network stack or file system handlers instead of the kernel
core itself. These subcomponents of the kernel are usually shipped as kernel mod-
ules [8]. This means that some vulnerabilities reported for the kernel are invalid if the
system does not contain the actual vulnerable modules.

For example the heap based buffer overflow described in CVE-2017-7477 [9] only
affects the MACsec module. If that particular module is not present or used in the given
system, the system is not vulnerable even if running an unpatched affected version of
the kernel.

1.1. Research objectives

The objective of this thesis is to reduce the number of false positives in SCA scan
results that contain Linux Kernel Modules (LKMs). This is achieved by developing
a method to recognize individual LKMs from a given Linux based firmware image.
The developed method extends the current signature based matching methods used
in Protecode SC in order to improve the matching precision and matching scope for
the Linux kernel. The reason why the Protecode SC matching engine was chosen is
because it has previously proven to be effective in finding components like the Linux
kernel from any binary input [10].

Another topic in this thesis is the quality of National Vulnerability Database (NVD)
data for the Linux kernel and LKMs: if there are no vulnerabilities reported against
LKMs or there are not enough of them, the goal of reducing false positives would
not be feasible. Thus the NVD data quality is evaluated by going through the CVE
reported against Linux kernel. This is done by querying the NVD JavaScript Object
Notation (JSON) feeds [11] and looking for hints of incorrect mappings to the base
kernel instead of individual LKMs from the vulnerability description.

Given these objectives, the research questions are the following:

1Most of these vulnerabilities have already been patched and do not affect the latest version of Linux
kernel.
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• Can LKMs be identified from the firmware image binary using the same or a
similar signature extracting method that is beign used for the recognition of the
kernel itself?

• Can the existing vulnerability data on NVD be used and refined to help reducing
false positive vulnerabilities for the Linux kernel?
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2. LINUX KERNEL

The Linux kernel is the core of the Unix-like OS with the same name. It started as a one
man project of Linus Torvalds in 1991. It was initially based on Minix, a Unix-like OS
developed by Andrew S. Tanenbaum for educational purposes. The source code was
released as open-source in 1992 under GNU General Public License (GPL) version 2.
Since then it has grown to be one of the most successful open-source software projects
with over 21 million lines of code from more than 13 thousand individual developers
[12]. Linux is the most widely used OS in the world [2]. It is used everywhere from
the tiniest embedded systems [4] to the biggest super computers [5].

Given its vast code base, freely available source code and wide spread, the Linux
kernel has also had more vulnerabilities reported against it over the years [6] than any
other open-source project. This, however, does not imply that Linux would be any
less secure than other OSs, just that it undergoes a lot of security testing by its user
base and the found defects get reported to developers. It thus can be seen as proof for
the disputed Linus’s law by Raymond [13]: ”Given a large enough beta-tester and co-
developer base, almost every problem will be characterized quickly and the fix obvious
to someone”.

Even though the Linux kernel consists of over 21 million lines of code and has
monolithic design [14], it is not one single binary containing all the code. Even the
kernel core consists of different subsystems [15] but the modularity does not end there.
Indeed, when running cloc [16], a tool for counting lines of code for different program-
ming languages for the current stable Linux kernel release [17], it shows that the kernel
core makes up only about 177.004 lines of code. In comparison, the drivers contain a
total of 9.586.963 lines of code, almost half of the whole code base. This shows how
most of the code associated with the Linux kernel actually resides somewhere else than
in the kernel core itself. Depending on the configuration the kernel can be compiled
into a single binary file or split up as modules. Usually a large part of the kernel is
distributed as separate Linux kernel modules.

2.1. Linux Kernel Modules

Like other OSs [18], [19] Linux uses loadable kernel modules to extend the capabili-
ties of the kernel at runtime. By using Linux kernel modules (LKMs) in the context of
Linux OS the base kernel does not have to include every possible device driver and e.g.
file system support, but that functionality can be included by loading a corresponding
module on demand. This keeps the size of the base kernel fairly small and the modular
design makes porting the kernel to a new architecture much easier as only the base
kernel and necessary modules need to be ported. It also reduces the attack surface of
the OS by disabling unused features, such as drivers for disconnected peripherals. Fur-
thermore, leaving unnecessary modules unloaded also reduces the amount of resources
the kernel requires when running making the Linux OS a feasible option even for the
most restricted hardware setups.

However, there are some downsides to LKMs as well. One of them is memory
fragmentation. This comes from the fact that even though the kernel gets loaded into
memory at startup, LKMs get loaded and unloaded on demand at runtime. Because
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of this the modules do not necessarily occupy memory blocks directly adjacent to the
base kernel. Besides getting separated from the base kernel the LKMs might not end
up being sequentially in the memory either. As some LKMs get unloaded, the freed
memory might get occupied by something else or an LKM loaded next might not fit in
the same free block as the previously unloaded one. This fragmentation leads to some
performance reduction compared to one monolithic kernel, but given that LKMs tend
to be small compared to e.g. executable binaries, this is really negligible.

Besides fragmentation and minor performance issues there are some security con-
cerns as well. When a new LKM is loaded it effectively becomes a part of the kernel,
being able to access protected parts of memory. Although this cannot be used for
privilege-escalation as LKM loading requires root access to begin with, a malicious
attacker can abuse it for e.g. hiding the signs of the break-in after gaining access to
the system [20]. A Linux system can disable module loading explicitly, but given that
systems with LKM support enabled usually need to load modules at startup, this can
only be done after the system has fully booted. If the attackers can compromise the
bootloader of the system, they can circumvent this by loading their malicious modules
before the module loading is disabled. Rubini and Corbet [21] have depicted the load-
ing and unloading process in their book Linux Device Drivers. The process can be seen
in Figure 1.

Figure 1. A depiction of LKM loading and unloading process. Note that once loaded,
the LKM becomes part of the kernel and has no restrictions in calling kernel functions.
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Even with these shortcomings, the advantages the kernel modules system brings
outweigh the disadvantages. The decrease in performance due to a fragmented kernel
memory is negligible. Also, if the attacker has already acquired root access to a system
and can modify the boot process the system is already completely compromised. In
such a situation some malicious LKMs will not make a difference.

It is worth noting that the number of LKMs has increased considerably in recent
years. When compiling the version 2.6.39 [22] of the Linux kernel published in 2011
for x86 system with all the LKMs enabled, the total number of LKMs is 3145. With the
kernel version 4.10.8 [23] which was published in 2017 and compiled with the same
configuration, the total number of LKMs reached 6108.

The importance of LKMs is further demonstrated when taking a closer look at the
Linux kernel source tree. As mentioned above, the most of the code in the Linux kernel
source tree belongs to something else than the base kernel. According to cloc [16],
almost half of the code in 4.11.3 kernel release [17] belongs to device drivers, about 10
percent to different architecture specific features and only less than one percent resides
under the base kernel directory. The number of files and blank, comment and code
lines of these directories can be seen in Table 1.

Table 1. Number of files, blank, comment and code lines in different directories in
kernel source tree.

Directory Files Blank lines Comment lines Code
kernel 342 40314 58833 177004
arch 13445 388056 527641 2026739
drivers 20456 1790044 1685448 9586963
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3. RELATED WORK

Third-party software and OSS specifically have become a part of every bigger software
project, commercial and proprietary products included [1]. This has lead to a situation
where it has become increasingly difficult to keep track of which third-party compo-
nents are included in a given project. This is problematic as the OSS components
included may contain security flaws that can cause serious harm for the companies
and their customers in the form of data loss, leaking intellectual property and so forth.
There are automatic tools available that can keep track of third-party components in-
cluded in the project and notify the developers when new vulnerabilities are reported
in the used components and when there are updates available [24].

Software composition analysis has steadily raised its profile over the years with new
contenders emerging to challenge the estabilished vendors [25]. Though it still has not
quite reached a mainstream status yet, it has been made available for the masses by
actors such as Docker with the introduction of Docker Security Scan in Docker Hub
and Docker Cloud hosting services [26].

There are multiple commercial SCA solutions available from providers such as
Black Duck Software, [27], Veracode [28], WhiteHat security [29], Whitesource [30]
and Synopsys [31]. The main purpose of these products is to report license information
and known vulnerabilities of the identified third-party libraries from the system under
test. There are different ways to identify third-party components: one common way
is to statically analyze build files from the source code repository and deduce which
third-party libraries are included when the project is compiled. Another way is to an-
alyze the source code files themselves in order to figure out if any of them belong to
some known third-party OSS library. This method not only shows which third-party
components are included, but it might reveal some potential license violations as well
if a component has been even partially included using copy-paste.

3.1. Program Analysis

Analogously there are multiple methods for program analysis. Though some of them
are less viable for the purpose of SCA than the others, this chapter will introduce the
most common categorization and practical examples and evaluate their suitability in
the context of SCA.

Program analysis can be divided into two distinct categories: static and dynamic
analysis. Both of these categories are described in detail by Nethercote [32]. In static
analysis, the analysis is done by examining the source code of the compiled binary of
a program without executing or interacting with it directly. Dynamic analysis on the
other hand is conducted by executing and interacting with the program under analysis
and observing its behavior. Both of these methods have roots in the defect finding.
They employ different approaches for the same problem and they are supplementary
with their own strengths and shortcomings. For example, static analysis can take all
possible execution paths of a program into account but can only speculate the behavior
in certain situations. In contrast, it is difficult to cover all execution paths with dynamic
analysis but as the program is analyzed during run time, it does not leave the behavior
unclear on the paths that do get analyzed.
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Nethercote continues on to divide the program analysis into two groups: source
code analysis and binary analysis. As the name suggests, the source code analysis fo-
cuses on analyzing the semantics of programming languages. It is dependent on the
programming language used, but can be platform, architecture and OS independent.
Whether the analysis of a specific programming language can be platform agnostic
depends on the platform independence of the language itself. For example, portable
scripting languages such as Python, JavaScript and Ruby can be free of the aforemen-
tioned dependencies, but the analysis of C has to take into account the vast number of
platform and OS specific headers and libraries. Binary code analysis focuses on the
compiled binary of the program. It takes into consideration both the statically linked
object code and the actual executable code. Although binary code itself is architecture,
platform and OS dependent, the analysis itself can be architecture and OS independent
[33]. This is because the analyzers have different means of working around the parts
of binary that are architecture, platform or OS specific. One method is to translate the
specific parts of the binary into some intermediate language (IL). This way even the
specific parts can be included in the scanning process with the added cost in scan times
due to IL conversion. Another method is to ignore all specific parts of the binary and
only focus scanning on the parts that are common for all different platforms, architec-
tures and OSs. This has the benefit of speeding up the scanning process, but it loses
all the meta-data on the platform and might cause more false positives due to smaller
signature sizes.

Both source code and binary can be analyzed either statically or dynamically. In this
thesis the static versus dynamic division has been chosen as a top level division for dif-
ferent program analysis methods. Both these methods are further divided into binary
and source code analysis. The relationship of different program analysis methods can
be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2. A tree diagram depicting the relationship of different program analysis
methods. Static analysis is covered in Chapter 3.2 while Static Source Code Anal-
ysis and Static Binary Analysis are discussed in more detail in Chapters 3.2.1 and
3.2.2 respectively. Dynamic analysis is covered in Chapter 3.3, Dynamic Source Code
Analysis in Chapter 3.3.1 and Dynamic Binary Analysis in Chapter 3.3.2.
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In general, the source code analysis can be considerably easier to perform than bi-
nary code analysis as the code itself is human readable by design1and offers high level
abstractions and constraints that can be automatically verified. However, even though
the binary code analysis is generally harder to perform it has the advantage of working
on the final compilation product. In contrast, the source code analysis may require
instructions on how to build a project.

3.2. Static Analysis

Møller and Schwartzbach [37] describe the static program analysis as ”the art of rea-
soning about the behavior of computer programs without actually running them”. In-
deed, the roots of static program analysis are in compiler optimization and defect find-
ing and it has proved itself to be effective in finding bugs by Ayewah, Hovemeyer,
Morgenthaler, Penix, and Pugh [38].

However, there are more methods and purposes for static analysis than just detect-
ing logic errors in the code and checking type constraints in statically typed source
languages. The static analysis can be used to examine the properties of the binary code
as well as the source code. Computers operate on binary code, which needs to be com-
piled before a machine can execute it. The biggest advantage of analyzing the binary
code instead of source code is that the binary is the final end product of the software
build chain, containing only the parts that are needed for the program to function. It
also has the advantage of not needing access to the source code and being language
independent as it works on byte code level.

Besides the source code and machine code analysis, another method of static pro-
gram analysis is signature based analysis. Where previously mentioned static binary
analysis methods work on the machine code produced by the compiler, the signature
based analysis works on byte level, identifying unique sequences of bytes from the
program under analysis. Unlike the previously described methods that try to find de-
fects or verify the functionality of the program, the signature-based analysis focuses
on trying to figure out if certain previously seen signatures can be found from the bi-
nary. This method is most commonly used in virus scanners [39] and suits SCA well
by nature. The reason is that the signature based analysis focuses on identifying sub-
components and libraries from the scanned binary using known features of the said
components, like string patterns or hashes.

The signature in the context of program analysis is not to be confused with digital
signatures. Digital signatures provided by cryptographic software like PGP are used to
validate the authenticity of arbitrary content by checking that the content hash matches
with the content and that it has been encrypted using the senders private key. In the
context of program analysis, signature is anything that can be used to reliably identify
a subcomponent from an arbitrary collection of user provided input data.

1With the exception of Perl, a powerful scripting language that is often described as the ”Swiss-Army
chainsaw” [34]–[36], where some more complex plain text scripts may resemble a compiled binary file
when first opened in the editor.
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3.2.1. Static Source Code Analysis

The static source code analysis (SSCA) focuses on analyzing the human readable
source code of the program produced by the developers. As in other static analysis
methods, there is no need to execute the program. As static analysis of the source code
is a relatively simple problem compared to e.g. binary analysis methods presented in
this thesis, it has been a subject for research a long time [40].

One of the common use cases for SSCA is finding defects such as buffer overflows
and logical inconsistencies. This aspect of SSCA has been widely studied [38], [41],
[42]. Though static source code analysis has proved itself to be effective in finding
some of the most obvious defects [38], more subtle errors such as buffer overflows
have turned out to be hard to detect and they produce a significant number of false
positives as well [41]. Even though the accuracy of SSCA can be poor with high
number of both false positives and false negatives, including them into the every day
software development process can still be beneficial. The analyzer tools tend to be
fast and catch enough real defects and help in fixing defects sooner, so they can save
considerable amount of time and money in later stages of software testing.

Sotirov [43] presents some of the most used SSCA methods in his thesis. The sim-
plest of them is pattern matching, where the aim is to seek all occurrences of a certain
string pattern from the source code. By finding often misused function calls from the
source code one can evaluate if the function has been used properly. Sotirov mentions
strcpy() as one such function. The biggest shortcoming of this method is that it yields
a lot of false positives by highlighting all function calls, both proper and improper. As
the pattern matching tool usually does not have any knowledge of the syntax of the
language being analyzed, it also highlights comments and other non-functional parts
of the source code. Indeed, one could argue that pattern matching is not an analy-
sis method but a mere search tool that leaves the analysis to be done by developers
themselves.

Sotirov presents lexical analysis as one way of improving the accuracy of pattern
matching. In this method the source code is turned into a stream of tokens which
then can be matched against a database of known vulnerability patterns. This method
improves the accuracy of pattern matching, as it is less sensitive to irregular code for-
matting and white space errors. But even with these enhancements to pattern matching
the number of false positives is large.

In order to really improve the accuracy of SSCA the analysis tool must have some
knowledge of the language features, e.g. syntax and semantics. According to Sotirov,
this is where parsing and Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) analysis come in. In this SSCA
method, an AST is constructed from the source code. Unlike lexical analysis, the AST
is able to distinguish different types of identifiers like variables and function calls from
one another. It is also able to expand some more esoteric programming patterns, for
example C macros. Using these properties the AST analyzers are able to pick up some
suspicious code blocks and semantic errors that are likely to be programming errors
leading to bugs. One of the first such tools is lint [44] that was based on the portable
C compiler, both originally written by Johnson [45]. The terms lint, linting and linter

have since grown to refer to code quality check tools in general and they are available
for practically every programming language and integrated development environment
(IDE).
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Besides different linters, more sophisticated analysis tools and methods can be built
on top of an AST representation. One such method is data flow analysis that can be
used to infer the values of different variables at different program points. These in-
ferred values can then be used to determine if there may exist type and value constraint
violations due to programming and logic errors in the analyzed code. A study con-
ducted by Jovanovic, Kruegel, and Kirda [42] has proved that this kind of data flow
analysis is sufficient in finding even complex and serious defects from the source code.

Another analysis method built on top of AST representation is code clone detection
[46]. In this analysis method the goal is to detect pieces of code that have been copied
and pasted from either inside the project or from some other entirely different project.
The first case might be caused by oversight, as it is considered a bad practice and
can cause a significant maintenance overhead when the same piece of code must be
modified in multiple places. This can also lead to some subtle bugs when making
changes to one place and forgetting to propagate them to the copy-pasted instances. In
their research, Baxter, Yahin, Moura, Sant’Anna, and Bier [46] concentrated in finding
these kinds of cases with moderate success. The second case of code being copied
from another project is more serious in a sense that it might violate the license of the
project the code was copied from. This is where SSCA ventures in the realm of SCA:
with a big enough database of AST signatures from different software components one
could be able to build a system that detects verbatim copy thefts and possible license
violations.

AST analysis is not the only method used in code clone detection though. Kamiya,
Kusumoto, and Inoue [47] successfully utilized token based detection in their CCFinder,
a tool for finding code clones within a project. A similar method was used by
Kawaguchi, Yamashina, Uwano, Fushida, Kamei, Nagura, and Iida [48] in their SHI-
NOBI system, a plugin for a popular IDE Microsoft Visual Studio. This method could
also be used in a SCA system similar to the one previously described using AST anal-
ysis.

3.2.2. Static Binary Analysis

The static binary analysis is conducted by analyzing the compiled binary without ac-
tually executing it. Working with the binary has some benefits compared to source
code. When analyzing the binary the analysis is performed on the very same thing the
end users are running. This way we can eliminate the possibility of some false posi-
tives that may appear in source code analysis when some or all third-party component
dependencies are included using dynamic links by the compiler. There is also the ob-
vious benefit of not needing to have access to the source code, which is usually hard or
impossible with proprietary software. However, like Song, Brumley, Yin, Caballero,
Jager, Kang, Liang, Newsome, Poosankam, and Saxena [33] point out, there are some
serious draw-backs to it as well, like additional complexity compared to the source
code analysis and supporting binaries compiled for different processor architectures
such as ARM, x86 and MIPS.

There are several different methods that can be utilized when conducting SBA. One
common approach is using an intermediate language (IL) by first running the binary
through a disassembler, then translating the instructions into the IL and finally running
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the analysis on the resulting pseudo-assembly code. This method is used in the works
of Song, Brumley, Yin, Caballero, Jager, Kang, Liang, Newsome, Poosankam, and
Saxena [33] in their BitBlaze platform and in the Binary Analysis Platform (BAP) of
Brumley, Jager, Avgerinos, and Schwartz [49]. This approach has the advantage of
being somewhat architecture independent, given that the tool that translates assembly
instructions to the IL can handle the varying assembly languages of different processor
architectures. The draw-backs of this method are that it is complex requiring a couple
of extra steps (disassembly, translation to IL) before the analysis phase. It is also
dependent on the disassembler and the translator requires active maintenance in order
to support all different processor architectures.

Another common approach in SBA according to Moser, Kruegel, and Kirda [39] and
Schmidt, Bye, Schmidt, Clausen, Kiraz, Yuksel, Camtepe, and Albayrak [50] is signa-
ture matching, a technique often used in virus scanners. In this approach a signature is
generated from the software components that need to be identified and the signature is
stored into a database. This is called the teaching phase. Then in the scanning phase
signatures are extracted from the scanned binary and compared against the signatures
in the database. If the extracted signature matches a signature in the database with
some level of certainty, a match is found and the component can be said to be included
in the scanned binary. The signature can be anything depending on the implementa-
tion as long as it is unique for each component. A few common signature types are
byte-code signatures where certain byte-code sequences act as a unique signature and
string matching, where strings scraped from the binary are used.

The positive aspect of signature based matching is that signatures can be architecture
independent, especially when using string matching but on the other hand it requires
every component being separately taught as it cannot detect new components without
having a signature of it in the database. Even though this is a shortcoming of this
approach on virus scanners, it is not nearly as critical in the domain of SCA. Missing
components can be added to the database when the shortcomings are detected as SCA
is not a time critical operation like detecting viruses. Also OSS component authors are
not usually trying to obfuscate their work unlike malware authors.

There are some other less widely adopted matching methods, like symbol table anal-
ysis of Executable and Linkable Format (ELF) binaries and using an Aho-Corasick
state machine [51]. Väyrynen [10] explored these methods and compared them against
one of the commercial products, Codenomicon AppCheck. Although these novel so-
lutions showed some promise, they still fell short against the existing solution.

3.3. Dynamic Analysis

The biggest difference between the static and dynamic analysis is that unlike in static
analysis, the code under analysis is executed in dynamic analysis and its behavior is
examined. The execution may also be recorded step by step in order to rewind and
repeat steps at will. The analyzer stores the values of different states of the analyzed
program, like variable values, loop counters and input flags during the individual steps.
As the recorded steps comprise a trace for a certain program input, dynamic analysis is
sometimes referred to as trace analysis. This approach of ”recording what happened”
is characteristic for all different dynamic analysis methods.
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According to Nethercote [32] one way of examining the behavior of the program is
to inject extra code into the code under analysis. This excess code can gather analysis
data and even modify the behavior of the program under analysis so that for example
all memory access is logged and memory writes are directed into a sandbox governed
by the analysis tool. Nethercote calls the injection of excess code instrumentation and
identifies this as a crucial part for the dynamic analysis.

According to Laski and Stanley [52], the recorded steps of execution gathered dur-
ing the run time can greatly help in solving some problems that cannot be solved using
the static analysis. This is due to the fact that all the values of the variables are known
in the recorded trace, whereas in the static analysis the exact values of some variables,
like pointers and array indexes might be abstracted to a set of values. It thus changes
the narrative of the static analysis from ”it may happen” to ”it did happen”. This is the
biggest advantage of the dynamic analysis. However, this level of certainty comes at
a price: the dynamic analysis can only be sure of the outcomes of the executed traces.
This means that even if it can solve some problems the static analysis cannot, get-
ting the same level of coverage with it is much more difficult and in some cases even
impossible. The reason for this is that executing every single possible path for com-
plex programs would take infeasible amount of time due to combinatorial explosion of
different execution paths with growing number of variables and other constraints.

As the focus of dynamic analysis is in answering the question ”What does it do?”
instead of ”What is it made of?”, the dynamic analysis methods presented here are
somewhat ill-suited for the domain of SCA compared to the previously presented static
analysis methods. However, the dynamic analysis can be used in SCA to some degree.
Burguera, Zurutuza, and Nadjm-Tehrani [53] and Anderson, Quist, Neil, Storlie, and
Lane [54] have demonstrated that by observing the behavior of a program, it is possible
to determine if it contains any malicious code. It could be further expanded by trying
to identify networking and file input/output libraries using the same behavior analysis.
Even though this kind of analysis would not yield exact library versions and in most
cases even the library name, it could give a rough idea what kind of libraries are being
used.

3.3.1. Dynamic Source Code Analysis

Like previously introduced SSCA, the dynamic source code analysis (DSCA) works
on the source code. Like in all dynamic analysis methods, the code is executed during
the analysis. However, computers do not execute the source code directly. Instead, the
code must be first compiled into machine code, a binary format that the computer can
then run. That raises the question how to dynamically analyze the source code.

The answer to this problem is instrumentation. According to Nethercote [32], this
means adding additional code to the source code under analysis before compiling and
executing it. The purpose of this excess code, also referred to as the instrumentation
code or simply instrumentation, is to provide information on the status of the actual
code being analyzed during different states of the execution. The instrumentation can
for example log the values of variables in different stages of the execution, divert dif-
ferent read and write operations into isolated environments, also known as sandboxes,
so that critical resources are not modified and the results of the operations can be later
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analyzed and so on. Instrumentation can also halt the execution of the code on a cer-
tain line of the source code. This enables the user to view and modify the values of the
variables in the scope of that particular line of code, also known as a breakpoint.

Although DSCA has some clear advantages in finding bugs from the source code,
it has some draw-backs too. Inserting the instrumentation code to the program under
analysis means that it needs to be recompiled and relinked after every change not only
to the program code but the instrumentation code as well. As the instrumentation
code is added to the program it grows in size and the excess code can slow down the
execution of the program significantly. On the other hand, even though the executable
size and performance might be substantial for the production code, they usually are not
when hunting down bugs.

As DSCA is all about what the code does rather than what is it made of, it is not
very useful in the sense of SCA. If one has access to the source code of the program,
the previously described SSCA methods would be a much more viable option in the
context of SCA.

3.3.2. Dynamic Binary Analysis

The dynamic binary analysis (DBA) is conducted by examining the compiled soft-
ware binary at run time. Like in DSCA, some form of instrumentation is needed for
gathering information on the behavior of the binary under analysis. Nethercote sepa-
rates these two by referring to DBA as the analysis of a program at run time and calls
dynamic binary instrumentation a particular implementation of this analysis category.

Nethercote introduces Valgrind [55], a dynamic binary instrumentation framework
that is designed for building dynamic analysis tools. He describes it as a tool that is
providing ”novel features to support heavyweight DBA tools”. He further explains
the term ”heavyweight” as analysis code that is both pervasive and interconnected,
meaning that every instruction is being instrumented and the state is being passed from
one part of analysis code to another. He further describes ”heavyweight” as being able
to track a lot of information and to bind meta data to every register and memory value.
However, he does not clarify what he exactly means by lightweight DBA tools, just
that they do not support rich meta data tracking like Valgrind.

Valgrind consists of a core and plugins. The Valgrind core passes code fragments
from the program under analysis to plugins that instrument the received code. The
instrumented code is then passed back to the core where it is executed on a virtual
CPU that logs the information gathered by the instrumentation code. Only one plugin
can be used at a time. The Valgrind core and a plugin together make a Valgrind tool.
The Valgrind distribution includes five ready-made plugins with different purposes,
e.g. memory checking and data race detection. Additional plugins can be written
using the C programming language. Valgrind is mostly used by programmers to detect
and fix programming errors like resource leaks.

Besides Valgrind, there are other DBA tools as well. Luk, Cohn, Muth, Patil,
Klauser, Lowney, Wallace, Reddi, and Hazelwood [56] introduce Pin, an efficient ar-
chitecture independent instrumentation framework. The goal of the project is to pro-
vide instrumentation tooling that is easy to use and extend using C or C++ and writing
new tools should not require the programmer to be familiar with the underlying in-
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struction set. Depending on the level of instrumentation Pin is faster than Valgrind
ranging from the factor of two to four. Though Pin is architecture independent running
on x86 and AMD64, Itanium and ARM, it only supports Linux as underlying operating
system. On the contrast Valgrind supports a wider set of processor architectures, such
as 32 and 64 bit PowerPC and MIPS and also S390X. Besides Linux, Valgrind also
runs on Android, Solaris and macOS.

BitBlaze [33], previously mentioned in the SBA section, also has a DBA compo-
nent called TEMU. TEMU is a system wide binary analysis platform built on top of
QEMU [57], a hardware virtualization platform. Instead of executing just the binary
under analysis TEMU is running the whole operating system along with the binary.
This has the advantage of having a whole system view making it possible to track mul-
tiple processes even in kernel space in contrast to Valgrind and Pin that only track a
single process in user space. This approach makes TEMU more viable in identifying
malware which can consist of multiple processes and rootkits that target specifically
kernel space. This, however, makes the analysis slower than with other DBA tools as
the system must instrument the whole operating system instead of just a single exe-
cutable binary.

Another DBA tool built on QEMU is DECAF [58]. In their work, Henderson,
Prakash, Yan, Hu, Wang, Zhou, and Yin aim to tackle some of the drawbacks of other
DBA tools, such as slow execution times, architecture and OS specificity or lack of
proper APIs, only working on a single user space process and the semantic gap be-
tween the analysis code and program being analyzed. They reason that even though
most of these issues have been addressed in different DBA tools separately (like Val-
grind being OS and architecture agnostic and Pin providing a fine API), the authors
feel that there is not a single DBA tool that tries to address all of them. Though they
acknowledge BitBlaze and TEMU specifically already have addressed some of the is-
sues listed above, they think that it is cumbersome to use, it is too slow and provides
incorrect results in some situations. The authors managed to create an OS and architec-
ture independent system where instrumentation overhead ranged between 8 and 25%
compared against plain QEMU virtualization depending on the guest OS and the anal-
ysis tool used. In contrast, they could not run similar benchmarks for TEMU with the
same hardware configuration, as it could not finish it in over a day while QEMU and
DECAF took only a few minutes.

One of the greatest advantages of DBA is the same as with SCA: no access to source
code is required. Another big advantage of DBA over DSCA is that although both
require some instrumentation in order to gather information on the state of the pro-
gram under analysis, in DBA the instrumentation is done at machine code level. This
means that the binary does not have to be recompiled or relinked, both of which would
obviously be impossible if there is no source code available.

DBA has also some clear drawbacks. Nethercote identifies performance being one
of the biggest: when analyzing program with Valgrind, in the worst case scenario, the
instrumentation overhead can slow the program down by a factor of 50 or even 60.
Besides slowing programs down Valgrind also grows them in size, sometimes even
tenfold compared to the original. However, these shortcomings are not as critical as
it may first sound. Conducting DBA is not usually a time critical process and the
slowdown and size increase are only present while analyzing the program, so they
are minor issues when the end result is more robust code. Different tools have also
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different impact on performance. DECAF especially has a high emphasis on being fast
while still producing meaningful results and being easy to use.

Like other dynamic analysis methods DBA focuses on the inner workings of the
program. However, due to the fact that access to the source code is not required,
it can also be used as a simplistic SCA method. When observing the behavior of a
binary from an unknown source with unknown content using DBA, one can look for
suspicious behavior, like seemingly unnecessary memory access or trying to connect to
an unknown web address. These can be signs of malware trying to execute the payload
and trying to get instructions from a command and control server. This information
alone is not enough to tell what malware, if any, the binary under analysis contains.
But when paired with a database of the known control and command server addresses
and behavior patterns of known malware, DBA could be used to automatically identify
malware from unknown binaries. Burguera, Zurutuza, and Nadjm-Tehrani [53] and
Anderson, Quist, Neil, Storlie, and Lane [54] have demonstrated systems that are able
to identify malicious code from behavior analysis of a program using DBA.

3.4. Software Composition Analysis

Though this chapter has introduced multiple different analysis methods and tools, not
all of them are equally usable for SCA. For example, even though dynamic analysis
tools could be used for SCA, there does not seem to be a single SCA implementation
utilizing behavior analysis. In fact, most existing implementations seem to utilize static
analysis, usually binary analysis, for reasons listed in the SBA section.

One of the most prominent academic SCA solutions is Binary Analysis Tool (BAT)
by Hemel, Kalleberg, Vermaas, and Dolstra [59]. BAT is a system for code clone
detection for programs in binary form. It utilizes string literal comparison, data com-
pression similarities and binary deltas in detecting code cloning in binaries. After
extracting these measures from a given binary input it compares them against the same
measures extracted from different software repositories. What makes BAP stand out
is the fact that even though BAT is meant for detecting code cloning in binary files,
the same approach works on the source code as well. Hemel, Kalleberg, Vermaas,
and Dolstra are actually able to use source code repositories as reference when iden-
tifying code clones from binaries. Although this method produces quite a few false
positives and negatives, it still makes it stand out from other open source solutions out
there. Even though BAT focuses on finding license violations, it could be extended to
cover vulnerability detection as well by comparing the detected libraries against some
database that lists vulnerabilities for software libraries, like NVD.

Another promising SCA solutions is Vulnerability Alert Service (VAS) [60] by
Cadariu, Bouwers, Visser, and Deursen [60]. VAS is a system that notifies users and
developers about vulnerabilities in their systems throughout the life cycle of the soft-
ware. Using their system, the authors showed that the usage of outdated and vulnerable
third-party components is quite common, even with the proprietary software.

VAS is built on top of Dependency-Check [61], a tool for automatically checking
what OSS third-party components the given input program depends on. It is also ca-
pable of listing the versions of the said third-party components and list their known
vulnerabilities. Dependency-Check is an OSS tool developed by Open Web Appli-
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cation Security Project (OWASP). It currently supports only Java and .NET applica-
tions though experimental support for other common programming languages such as
Python, Ruby, PHP and JavaScript (Node.js applications) is available.

Besides the open source systems and implementations originating from academic
research covered above there are quite many commercially available products as well,
like the aforementioned Black Duck HUB [27] and Protecode Supply Chain by Syn-
opsys [62] which was known as Codenomicon AppCheck before the acquisition of
Codenomicon in summer 2015. As there still is very little academic research about
SCA and the competition on the commercial side is growing fierce, it becomes ob-
vious that the most sophisticated state-of-the-art SCA solutions are all commercial
products. DeMartine [25] of Forrester Research has combined an overview compar-
ison of the biggest players on commercial SCA market. The analysis and matching
method or methods in these products are not public information as companies tend to
regard them as business secrets.
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4. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

The implementation described in this chapter is part of the commercial application
Synopsys Protecode SC, introduced in section 3.4. The goal of this thesis implementa-
tion is to extend the coverage and accuracy of the product by adding support for LKM
recognition.

This chapter covers the following subjects: the relation of this implementation to
Synopsys Protecode SC, the scope of the project and design choices, an overview of
the signature extraction and recognition methods and the architecture of the software.

4.1. Synopsys Protecode SC

Synopsys Protecode SC [62] is a commercial product for vulnerability and license
management of OSS components in software applications. It detects third-party li-
braries and their versions from software binaries and reports their licenses and known
vulnerabilities. The vulnerability data for libraries and affected versions are fetched
from the National Vulnerability Database. Protecode SC works solely on compiled
binaries and supports a wide variety of processor architectures, such as x86, ARM and
PowerPC. It also supports a number of different programming languages, like C/C++,
C#, Java and Go. In theory it supports every programming language that can be com-
piled and distributed as binary executables. In practice the different programming
languages produce different kind of executables. Though the signature based detection
method can be applied to a number of different executable formats, every new format
requires a significant amount of investment of the research and development resources.
For this reason only the most common programming languages and executable formats
are supported.

Protecode SC started as a side project for an experimental automatic fuzz-tester
called Fuzzomatic, developed by Codenomicon. In Fuzzomatic users uploaded the
binaries they wanted to test against unknown vulnerabilities. The binaries were fed
into a cluster of machines running Defensics, a protocol fuzz-tester also developed
by Codenomicon. As more and more projects were fuzzed in order to find unknown
vulnerabilities, it became apparent that majority of found defects were already found
before. This was because the binaries contained some old and unpatched versions of
open source libraries that had known vulnerabilities reported against them.

This gave the development team an idea of trying to identify open source libraries
and their versions from the binary in order to show already known vulnerabilities in
the upload. The reasoning was that it does not make much sense to fuzz test something
that has plenty of known vulnerabilities that would be easy to fix just by updating
third-party dependencies. From this baseline a signature based detection method was
developed. The detection was enhanced by adding an automatic version detection.
The version information could be used to map vulnerability data more accurately, i.e.
only showing vulnerabilities affecting the detected version instead of all vulnerabilities
reported against the component. After a while it became apparent that the static binary
analysis part of the product produced much more meaningful results than the automatic
fuzz tester part. The automatic fuzz testing functionality was dropped and the focus
was shifted towards the static binary analysis. The name Fuzzomatic that still indicated
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fuzz testing was also changed to AppCheck. In the following years, AppCheck grew
to be the market leader on commercial static binary analysis tools. After Synopsys
acquired Codenomicon and a few other software security companies around 2015 the
tool was renamed to Protecode SC.

The aim of this thesis is to reduce the number of false positives in Protecode SC
scan results that contain LKMs. This is achieved by developing a method to recognize
individual LKMs from a given Linux based firmware image. The developed method
extends the current signature extraction and recognition algorithm used in the product
in order to cover LKMs in addition to traditional software executables. The quality of
NVD data regarding Linux kernel is also under examination. This is because vulner-
abilities must be reported against individual LKMs instead of the base kernel in order
to reduce the number of false positives.

4.2. Project scope and design choices

This implementation builds heavily on the existing logic of Protecode SC and is meant
to extend it rather than being a stand alone application. This sets some boundaries to
the implementation: the main goal is to detect what LKMs are included in the given
firmware image. As Protecode SC works solely on software binaries, binary analysis
must be used as the source code is not available.

The Linux kernel can be compiled for multiple different target platforms and pro-
cessor architectures and Protecode SC is able to detect it reliably for most of them.
It is vital that the LKM detection works on all the same platforms as the base kernel
detection, so the implementation must be architecture independent. Furthermore, the
LKM detection should not slow down the scanning process too much either for it to be
viable for production use.

Although finding out what LKMs are loaded in a running system is trivial using
lsmod [63] or parsing /proc/modules [64] manually, executing user uploaded firmware
images is both slow and insecure. It would also require quite a bit of hardware emula-
tion in order to support dynamic binary analysis of the most common target platforms,
as demonstrated by Chen, Egele, Woo, and Brumley [65] in their FIRMADYNE sys-
tem. As the static binary analysis method used by Protecode SC has already proven
to be fast, accurate and architecture independent [10] it is used instead. The signa-
ture based detection used in Protecode SC already works well on Linux ELF files.
As binary LKMs are distributed as ELFs, the idea was to see if the existing signature
extraction and detection algorithm could be extended to cover LKMs as well.

However, even though the signature extraction and detection methods used are based
on the ones used in Protecode SC, they are modified to take into account the special
features of LKM ELFs. For example the implementation differentiates LKM ELFs
from regular ELF executables and objects by looking for the special .modinfo section
from a given ELF. Even though ELF section naming is more of a guideline rather than
a strict ruling, this special section is usually found from the LKM ELFs [66].

The signatures are generated by scraping strings from the read only sections of the
ELFs. These include the .rodata section and the aforementioned .modinfo section,
though depending on the compiler options the .rodata section could be split into multi-
ple numbered sections. There could also be some custom sections that contain strings
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as well. These can be identified by reading the flag information of the sections. Every
section has flags indicating if the section is readable, writable and executable. When
searching for custom read only sections, the sections that have readable flag set and
writable not set are included in string scraping. This is not completely foolproof, how-
ever. Depending on the compiler settings the ELF might have writable flag set even on
.rodata section. For this reason all known read-only sections are always included in
signature scraping even if their writable flag would be set.

The separation between regular ELFs and LKM ELFs is used to improve the quality
of the signatures. Because the extracted signatures from LKM ELFs are stored in their
own database, the parts of the signatures that would overlap with some other signature
in other signature database do not get stripped as the parts of the signatures do not have
to be unique across different databases. Though this might sound counter intuitive, it
actually enhances the signature quality. For example there might be some parts of of
the signature that are similar or identical with the program operating in the user space
and the corresponding LKM. If those parts would get eliminated, the signatures might
lose some context that is vital in the recognition of the said components.

In addition the separation of the signatures to individual databases makes the teach-
ing and scanning processes modular. Using a separate signature database for regular
ELFs and LKMs makes the teaching process completely independent of the already
existing third-party library signatures and the scanning process can be optimized by
disabling the LKM scanning when no Linux kernel is present in the input binary.

In a real world scenario the binary supplied for scanning is rarely in such a format
that the LKM detection could be applied straight to it. It can be compressed, archived
or even embedded to a binary data blob. In such cases the input binary requires pre-
processing in order to get the ELF files out so that the LKM detection could be applied
to them. All this preprocessing is done in the Protecode SC engine which handles the
extraction of a vast variety of different compression, archives, firmware and disk image
formats and passes the extracted files to the signature matcher. This extractor engine is
a vital part of the Protecode SC tool to which I have contributed myself over the years
by adding support for various archive and firmware image formats.

Besides figuring out what LKMs a given firmware contains, it could also be pos-
sible to detect what included LKMs are loaded at runtime using static analysis only.
It might be the case that the input binaries contain some excess LKMs that are not
actually loaded at runtime. Being able to detect which included LKMs are really in
use in the given input binary at least to some extent could bring the number of false
positives in vulnerability reporting down even further. It could also give users a hint
about a possibly misconfigured kernel in case of large number of unused LKMs in the
input binary. As it is unclear if the current implementation of the detection algorithm
is viable for detecting LKMs from the input binaries, this thesis concentrates on the
signature extraction and detection. This aspect of LKM detection and false positive
reduction is left for future research projects.

Though all the work in this thesis heavily relies on the existing logic of Protecode
SC scanner, some significant changes were made for the whole scanner stack in order
to add support for LKM ELFs. The scanner engine was modified so that it can separate
LKM ELFs from regular ELF executables. The signature scraper was also modified so
that it automatically gathers meta data from the LKMs as well as the signatures.
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4.3. Operation of the implementation

The implementation has two separate operational phases: the teaching phase and the
scanning phase. In the teaching phase a signature is extracted from the input binary
LKM and it is saved to the signature database. If any common sections are found be-
tween the signature extracted from the new LKM being taught for the system and the
signatures of already known LKMs, the common sections are stripped from both the
new signature and the old signatures. This way the signatures are being kept unique.
The uniqueness of the signatures is important because if there is overlapping between
the signature of two or more LKMs, some of the LKMs might be left unrecognized,
resulting in a false negative. Moreover, overlapping of the signatures might result in
some LKMs being recognized as something else, resulting in a false positive. So in
order to reduce the probability of getting false negatives and false positives in the scan-
ning phase, the overlapping sections in the LKM signatures get stripped in the teaching
phase. A sample signature of zlib.ko can be seen in Listing 4.1.

1 {

2 "added": 1497334581,

3 "aliases": [

4 "crypto-zlib",

5 "zlib"

6 ],

7 "lib": "zlib",

8 "license": "GPL",

9 "rodata": [

10 "%s: avail_in %u, avail_out %u\n",

11 "%s: zlib_deflate could not make progress\n",

12 "%s: zlib_deflate failed %d\n",

13 "%s: zlib_inflate could not make progress\n",

14 "%s: zlib_inflate failed %d\n",

15 "crypto/zlib.c",

16 "zlib_compress_final",

17 "zlib_compress_update",

18 "zlib_decompress_final",

19 "zlib_decompress_update",

20 "zlib_deflate could not make progress\n",

21 "zlib_deflate failed %d\n",

22 "zlib_inflate could not make progress\n",

23 "zlib_inflate failed %d\n"

24 ],

25 "sources": [

26 "/home/lkmtest/3.18.23-modules/crypto/zlib.ko"

27 ],

28 "updated": 1497334581

29 }

Listing 4.1. An example of signature of zlib.ko module
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The teaching phase uses a similar signature extraction method developed by Synop-
sys for Protecode SC. The signature extraction process is modified in order to better
suit the special features in LKM ELFs that are absent from regular ELFs. These in-
clude automatic recognition for LKM ELFs from regular ELFs, automatic meta data
extraction for LKM ELFs and separating of LKM signatures from the rest of ELF
signatures. The teaching process is depicted in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Flowchart of the teaching process. The parts that have been newly imple-
mented for this thesis are represented in green color. The parts that have been modified
to integrate the new components are represented in purple color.

Automatically gathered meta data includes license information, known aliases and
dependencies of the processed LKM. Protecode SC uses license information to give
users an idea about what kind of licenses the found components are licensed under.
This information can be further used to manually determine possible license violations,
e.g. extending proprietary software with copyleft licensed code without releasing the
new derivative work under the same copyleft license. Aliases are useful when map-
ping known vulnerabilities to individual LKMs as vulnerabilities for one LKM can be
reported under different names.

Dependency information could be utilized in the scanning phase to match LKMs
that do not have a known signature in the signature database. This might happen as
new LKMs get added to kernel and the signature database is not constantly kept up-to-
date with the most recent kernel release. As .modinfo section tells what other LKMs
that particular LKM needs in order to function properly, they could be regarded as
being part of the scanned binary. This would have the benefit of not having to have a
signature of every single LKM in the signature database.

There would be a few shortcomings as well: one would be that it might increase the
number of false positives as the scanned binary might contain LKMs that are not used.
Listing the dependencies of such LKMs as found would not only raise false alarms of
the signature matched LKMs, but might also list LKMs that really are not included in
the scanned binary based on the assumption that it is needed for an unused LKM to
function.

The second problem is the possible lack of information on the LKMs listed as de-
pendencies. If the LKMs listed in dependencies are found from the signature database,
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one library, it is also possible and supported in scanner. A high level depiction of the
scanning process is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Flowchart of the scanning process. The parts that have been newly imple-
mented for this thesis are represented in green color. The parts that have been modified
to integrate the new components are represented in purple color.

As previously mentioned there are more than one signature database. There is a
separate signature database for every major programming language supported by Pro-
tecode SC. This separation allows namespacing between the languages. For example
some JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) parsing libraries written in Java and C do
have quite a lot of similarities between them which end up in the signatures as well.
If these components were stored in a single database, the overlapping sections in the
signatures would get eliminated, making the signatures smaller and thus increasing the
probability of false positives and negatives. However, Protecode SC scanner can de-
tect the language the program under analysis is written in. This makes it possible to
store the signatures in per language databases, so similar implementations do not have
to compete with each other in uniqueness, improving the signature quality. Similarly,
LKMs have some things in common with the base kernel and might have more over-
laps with other native libraries handling same things, like the cryptography modules
and OpenSSL. This is why LKM signatures are placed into a separate database, even
though – or rather, especially because – the LKM signatures can be really similar to
other signatures extracted from the native code. The database separation also makes
keeping the databases up-to-date much easier and makes it possible to make the scan-
ning phase modular, for example disabling the LKM scanning if the uploaded binary
does not contain any ELFs.
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5. EVALUATION

This chapter answers the research questions introduced in Chapter 1.1:

• Can LKMs be identified from the firmware image binary using the same or a
similar signature extracting method that is beign used for the recognition of the
kernel itself?

• Can the existing vulnerability data on NVD be used and refined to help reducing
false positive vulnerabilities for the Linux kernel?

The evaluation utilizes a set of compiled Linux LKMs and several Linux based
firmware images. OpenWRT [67] was selected because it is quite common and due
to it being open source the kernel configuration is easy to check. The LKM binaries
are used in the learning phase to teach the unique signatures of each module to the
scanner. The firmware images with known kernel configuration are then scanned to
test the detection rate of the new signatures.

Three sets of results are gathered. First only the modules known to be included in
the test firmwares are taught to the scanner and the firmwares are scanned. Looking at
the results we can determine whether the small footprint of the modules is enough to
generate viable signatures that can reliably be detected from the firmware binaries.

The second phase involves mass teaching of different modules and rescanning the
firmwares to see if the added number of signatures reduce the size of unique signatures
so much that the scan results to become unreliable due to a growing number of false
positives and false negatives.

The third phase involves mass teaching of different modules as well but from a
different kernel version than the test images are based on. The aim of this phase is to
determine whether the LKMs stay consistent enough between different kernel versions
so that their signatures can be regarded as version independent.

The performance of the system is being measured by comparing the list of identified
Linux LKMs from the firmware binary to the list of LKMs known to be present in the
binary. This list is manually gathered by compiling the kernels of the test firmwares
with the same configuration used in these firmwares and gathering the resulting binary
LKMs from their compilation destination. Using exactly the same kernel configura-
tions and source trees is possible because all of them are freely distributed as open
source in OpenWRT downloads pages.

After evaluating the signature extractor and matcher performance the next question
is the quality of the NVD data. That is evaluated by gathering all known vulnerabilities
for the Linux kernel reported in NVD and analyzing them based on the vulnerability
description in order to see how many of them could actually be affecting LKMs instead
of the core kernel.

5.1. Test setup

The test cases that evaluate the performance of the signature extraction and LKM de-
tection use a modified setup of Protecode SC. The teacher and scanner have been mod-
ified so that they detect when a given ELF is an LKM and use a separate signature
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database in storing and querying signatures. The system is set up on top of Ubuntu
14.04 LTS Linux distribution running on a virtual machine.

In the last section on the evaluation of the NVD data quality the NVD data was
gathered from the JSON feeds provided by NVD [11] and analyzed offline. The vul-
nerability data concerning the Linux kernel and entries possibly affecting LKMs were
gathered using a custom Python script that extracts entries from the feeds based on the
CVE product name and CVE description. The script goes through the vulnerabilities
affecting the Linux kernel in NVD JSON feeds, looking for hints in the CVE descrip-
tion that might indicate that the analyzed CVE entry would actually affect some LKM
instead.

5.1.1. Proof of concept and architecture independence

The first case study involves teaching the LKMs of a single Linux based firmware
image and scan the same image compiled for two different processor architectures.
The aim is to see if the current signature extraction method used for other ELF binaries
works for LKMs as well. It is also to test if the signatures extracted from the LKMs
are processor architecture independent. For this test case, generic OpenWRT 15.05.1
builds [68], [69] for Intel x86 and Texas Instruments AR7 architectures were chosen.
These builds are based on Linux kernel version 3.18.23, released in October 2015.

The test started with extracting all the LKMs from both firmware images. The im-
ages were extracted and all .ko files were located and copied. Due to different processor
architectures the images contained a different number of LKMs: 69 in x86 and 57 in
AR7. The lists were then cross-checked and platform specific LKMs were dropped so
that only LKMs common to both images, 51 in total, were left.

The 51 common LKMs were then taught for the scanner. The teaching was done by
feeding the LKMs to a Python script that then taught them to the scanner one by one.
For this phase the LKMs extracted from the x86 image were used.

Out of the 51 common LKMs the teacher managed to generate a unique signature
for 30 LKMs. The other 21 LKMs were very small, around 3 kilobytes each, and they
did not contain enough data to generate a unique signature using the current signature
extraction method. Out of these 21 LKMs, 20 were extension modules, designed to
add functionality to some bigger core module like iptables or netfilter.

The next step after the teaching phase was the scanning phase. Both x86 and AR7
images were scanned. Out of the 30 common LKMs that had enough data in them to
generate a unique signature, all 30 were found from both the x86 and AR7 images.
The list of common LKMs in the test images, their file sizes and whether the teacher
was able to generate a unique signature out of the said module can be found in Table
2.
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Table 2. Common LKMs, file sizes and signatures. ”Signature” column tells whether
the teacher was able to generate a signature for that particular LKM. All LKMs with
signatures were found in both test images.

Name x86 size (kB) AR7 size (kB) Signature
crc-ccitt 2.12 2.104
ip6_tables 12.792 15.404 X
ip6t_REJECT 3.056 3.312 X
ip6table_filter 2.88 3.036
ip6table_mangle 3.056 3.408
ip6table_raw 2.612 2.78
ip_tables 12.94 15.8 X
ipt_MASQUERADE 2.256 2.244 X
ipt_REJECT 2.8 2.864 X
iptable_filter 2.94 3.088
iptable_mangle 2.924 3.264
iptable_nat 3.088 3.256
iptable_raw 2.672 2.832
ipv6 303.16 423.568 X
nf_conntrack 62.556 76.288 X
nf_conntrack_ftp 8.228 9.616 X
nf_conntrack_ipv4 9.552 11.236 X
nf_conntrack_ipv6 9.884 12.108 X
nf_conntrack_rtcache 4.62 5.88 X
nf_defrag_ipv4 2.416 2.464
nf_defrag_ipv6 8.072 9.736 X
nf_log_common 4.464 5.584 X
nf_log_ipv4 6.168 7.604 X
nf_log_ipv6 7.016 8.732 X
nf_nat 15.18 17.992 X
nf_nat_ftp 3.2 3.508 X
nf_nat_ipv4 6.396 7.528
nf_nat_masquerade_ipv4 3.088 3.484 X
nf_reject_ipv4 3.26 3.536
nf_reject_ipv6 3.604 4.044
ppp_async 8.704 13.416 X
ppp_generic 26.944 36.156 X
pppoe 12.076 16.852 X
pppox 3.272 3.664 X
slhc 5.82 7.82
x_tables 15.944 18.348 X
xt_CT 4.28 5.584 X
xt_LOG 2.332 2.376
xt_REDIRECT 2.544 2.792
xt_TCPMSS 4.412 5.176 X
xt_comment 1.744 1.72
xt_conntrack 3.852 4.176 X
xt_id 1.744 1.72
xt_limit 2.692 3.276 X
xt_mac 1.84 1.848
xt_mark 2.072 2.152
xt_multiport 2.476 2.668
xt_nat 2.752 2.684 X
xt_state 2.248 2.3 X
xt_tcpudp 3.036 3.396
xt_time 3.328 3.876 X
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The first test case demonstrates that the current signature generation and extraction
method used for generic ELF binaries is indeed feasible in the identification of LKMs
as well, although it falls short with smaller LKMs as it is not able to generate a unique
signature for them at all. Then again all but one of those very small LKMs are exten-
sions for some bigger LKMs and are not of any use on their own. The file size is not
the only thing that contributes to signature generation though: the teacher managed to
generate a signature for ipt_MASQUARADE, which is only 2.2 kilobytes in size, but
it failed to generate a signature for nf_nat_ipv4 which is between 6 and 7 kilobytes
depending on the architecture. This goes to show a unique content of the module is
much more important than the size.

5.1.2. Uniqueness of the signatures

The second test case involves teaching most LKMs of the same Linux kernel release
the test firmwares are based on and rescanning the test firmwares. The aim of this
test case is to find out if the significant increase in the number of LKMs added to
the signature database reduces the uniqueness of the saved signatures. If the quality
of the signatures deteriorates too much from the increased quantity, the number of
false positives and false negatives might rise to such levels that the current signature
extraction and matching proves to be infeasible for the production use.

The test started with compiling a Linux kernel 3.18.23 [70] with as many LKMs as
possible. This particular kernel version was chosen as the test images are based on this
version. The kernel was compiled for the x86 architecture with the configuration gen-
erated using make allmodyesconfig command. This kernel configuration option was
used in order to compile as many LKMs as separate files as possible. The x86 archi-
tecture was selected as the previous test case proved that the signatures are architecture
independent, so there was no reason to change the target from the common default one.

The resulting compiled LKMs were taught to the scanner using the same Python
script as in the previous test case. The signature database generated by the previous
test data set was backed up and the work database was emptied so that the LKMs taught
in previous test case would not skew the signature data.

Compiling this particular Linux kernel version with the used configuration resulted
in 4645 LKM binary files. Out of these 4645 LKMs the teacher was able to generate a
unique signature for all of them. The reason for this sudden rise in success of generat-
ing signatures was probably due to some subtle difference in kernel configuration, but
the exact cause was never sorted out.

After teaching all the compiled LKMs the same firmware images that were used in
the first test case were rescanned with a new signature database. Out of the 51 common
LKMs between the two test images the scanner managed to find 27 from both of them.
In addition to those 27 common LKMs, the scanner was able to find 18 LKMs that are
x86 architecture specific from the x86 test image as the teaching set contained the x86
architecture specific LKMs as well.

Even though the scanner managed to identify only about half of the common LKMs
between the test images, the number is actually really good when compared to the
first test. In the first test only 30 of the 51 common LKMs contained enough data
for the teacher to generate a unique signature. With the size of the signature database
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growing from 30 entries to 4645 entries the number of false negatives only grew by 3.
This goes to show that the LKMs that contain enough data to generate a signature are
unique enough to be identifiable using signature extraction matching.

5.1.3. Version independence of the signatures

The third test case involves teaching most LKMs of a recent Linux kernel release and
rescanning the test firmwares. The aim of this test case is to find out if the LKMs stay
similar enough from a major version to another for the scanner to be able to detect
them using the same signature generated from some other version of the same LKM.
This would make maintaining the signature database much easier, as there would not
be the need to generate separate signatures for every major version and patch.

The test started with compiling the Linux kernel 4.10.8 [23] with as many LKMs as
possible. A kernel configuration similar to the previous test was generated using the
same make allmodyesconfig command. After compilation the resulting LKMs were
fed to the same Python script used in the previous test. The resulting signatures were
again saved in a separate database.

Compiling this particular Linux kernel version with this configuration resulted in
6111 LKM binary files. Out of these 6111 LKMs the teacher was able to generate
a unique signature for 6052 LKMs. In addition 11 LKMs had enough data to gener-
ate a signature, but as they did not contain enough unique data they got completely
eliminated from the signature database.

After teaching all the compiled LKMs the same firmware images that were used in
the first two test cases were rescanned with the new signature database. Out of the
51 common LKMs between the two test images the scanner managed to identify 26
from both of them. In addition to those 26 common LKMs, the scanner was able to
recognize 17 LKMs that are x86 architecture specific from the x86 test image as with
the previous test. The teaching set contained the x86 architecture specific LKMs as
well.

When comparing these results to the previous test it becomes apparent that signa-
tures extracted from LKMs stay consistent between different kernel versions. Even
though the signature database was generated from a newer kernel version and the size
of the signature database grew by over 1400 items, the difference between the number
of components identified is only one. Interestingly enough, though the scanner fails to
find two LKMs (pppoe and pppox) that were recognized using signatures generated
from 3.18.23 kernel, it manages to find one LKM (crc-ccitti) that was not.

One thing worth noting is that the teacher was able to generate a unique signature for
almost all LKMs compiled from 3.18.23 and 4.10.8 source trees with allmodyesconfig

kernel configuration, while it managed to do the same only for three fifths of the LKMs
extracted from OpenWRT kernels. This is probably due to some difference in kernel
configuration that did not stand out.
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5.1.4. NVD data quality

In order to be able to reduce the number of false positives caused by LKMs in the
scanned binary, the system must be both able to detect the LKMs from the binary
and map known vulnerabilities to them instead of to the main Linux kernel. In order
for the latter to be possible there are two requirements for the vulnerability data: first
and foremost there must be vulnerabilities reported for the LKM and secondly they
must be reported in the manner that makes automatic mapping possible as the number
of vulnerabilities affecting the Linux kernel is so vast that manually mapping is not
feasible.

To find out if these two prerequisites are met NVD data feeds were queried and
analyzed. Even though NVD provides an easy-to-use search function with plenty of
advanced filters[71], it only provides results as an HTML page which makes analyzing
the search results cumbersome. For this reason the NVD JSON feeds[11] were used
instead which enables querying the NVD data offline and getting the results in any
format desired.

There are between 2000 and 3000 vulnerabilities reported against Linux kernel in
NVD: around 2000 according to CVE product names and around 3000 according to
Common Platform Enumeration (CPE) dictionary entries. All of these vulnerabilities
are reported against the base kernel. There are no CVE entries reported against indi-
vidual LKMs. However, many of them mention the file along with the full path that
contains the root cause of the bug. Some of them name the vulnerable module instead
of the file path. Using this information we can query all the kernel vulnerabilities that
might be affecting some LKM instead of the base kernel by looking for the words
”module” or ”driver” in the CVE description.

Using this query we get between 530 and 550 vulnerabilities depending on whether
we limit the query based on CVE product name or CPE dictionary entry. Going
through the vulnerability descriptions it becomes clear that most of these entries are
affecting some LKM instead of the base kernel they are reported against. This is be-
cause the majority of them mention the full path of the file that causes the vulnerability
which is located under the driver/ directory. The code under this directory is mostly
distributed as LKMs. A sample of such a CVE entry is shown in Listing 5.1.

Some of the descriptions mention a module name in addition to or instead of the
path of the affected file. However, these vulnerabilities are a minority, as there are
only around 50 of them out of the total of 554 vulnerabilities analyzed. Listing 5.2
shows an example of a such a CVE entry.

Looking at these results it seems clear that there is a considerable number of vulner-
abilities reported against LKMs. However, they are all reported against the base Linux
kernel and contain no coherent machine readable information on what particular LKM
is affected. It could be possible to build a system that parses the vulnerability descrip-
tions and advisories in order to map them to the right LKMs but developing such a
system is outside of the scope of this thesis.
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1 {

2 "CVE_data_meta": {

3 "CVE_ID": "CVE-2017-8925"

4 },

5 "CVE_affects": {

6 "CVE_vendor": {

7 "CVE_data_version": "4.0",

8 "CVE_vendor_data": [ {

9 "CVE_vendor_name": "linux",

10 "CVE_product": {

11 "CVE_product_data": [ {

12 "CVE_data_version": "4.0",

13 "CVE_product_name": "linux_kernel",

14 "CVE_version": {

15 "CVE_version_data": [ {

16 "CVE_version_value": "4.10.3",

17 "CVE_version_affected": "<="

18 } ]

19 }

20 } ]

21 }

22 } ]

23 }

24 },

25 --

26 "CVE_description": {

27 "CVE_data_version": "4.0",

28 "CVE_description_data": [ {

29 "lang": "en",

30 "value": "The omninet_open function in drivers/

usb/serial/omninet.c in the Linux kernel before 4.10.4

allows local users to cause a denial of service (tty

exhaustion) by leveraging reference count mishandling

."

31 } ]

32 }

33 --

34 }

Listing 5.1. An excerpt from CVE-2017-8925 entry describing vulnerability in driver
code
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1 {

2 "CVE_data_meta": {

3 "CVE_ID": "CVE-2017-7477"

4 },

5 "CVE_affects": {

6 "CVE_vendor": {

7 "CVE_data_version": "4.0",

8 "CVE_vendor_data": [ {

9 "CVE_vendor_name": "linux",

10 "CVE_product": {

11 "CVE_product_data": [ {

12 "CVE_data_version": "4.0",

13 "CVE_product_name": "linux_kernel",

14 "CVE_version": {

15 "CVE_version_data": [ {

16 "CVE_version_value": "4.10.12",

17 "CVE_version_affected": "<="

18 } ]

19 }

20 } ]

21 }

22 } ]

23 }

24 },

25 --

26 "CVE_description": {

27 "CVE_data_version": "4.0",

28 "CVE_description_data": [ {

29 "lang": "en",

30 "value": "Heap-based buffer overflow in drivers/

net/macsec.c in the MACsec module in the Linux kernel

through 4.10.12 allows attackers to cause a denial of

service or possibly have unspecified other impact by

leveraging the use of a MAX_SKB_FRAGS+1 size in

conjunction with the NETIF_F_FRAGLIST feature, leading

to an error in the skb_to_sgvec function."

31 } ]

32 }

33 --

34 }

Listing 5.2. An excerpt from CVE-2017-7477 entry describing vulnerability in a
named LKM
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5.2. Discussion

The main goal of this thesis was to reduce the number of false positives in Protecode
SC scans containing LKMs. The first step to achieving this goal was to come up with
a solution that could identify LKMs from a given input binary. The implementation
utilizes signatures and was an extension to the Protecode SC signature extraction and
detection method. The existing signature based matching method developed for Pro-
tecode SC was extended to cover LKMs and their unique properties compared against
traditional ELF files. The accuracy of the signature detection method was evaluated.

The main research objective was to study if the existing signature extraction method
in Protecode SC could be extended to cover LKMs as well. When utilizing some of
the unique traits of the LKM ELFs, the results showed that the modified signature
extraction and detection routine could handle LKMs in separate files with reasonable
accuracy. The current implementation has one major caveat as it is not able to detect
LKMs that have been compiled into a single binary kernel. This is because the current
scan routine only does the signature matching for ELFs it recognises to be LKMs.
This could be overcome by adding extra logic to the scan routine, so that it would try
to match LKM signatures against the Linux kernel image itself if no standalone LKMs
were found from the scanned binary.

The secondary objective was to study if the increased granularity in Linux kernel
detection could be used in order to bring down the number of false positive vulner-
ability matches in scan results including the Linux kernel. The results showed that
even though there are a significant number of vulnerabilities reported against LKMs in
NVD, they all are reported against the base kernel instead of individual LKMs. This
makes the NVD vulnerability data on Linux Kernel unsuitable for LKM vulnerability
mapping as is. Another way could be automatically map Linux kernel vulnerabilities
to individual LKMs using CVE descriptions and advisories that describe the affected
file, but such a massive data operation task is outside the scope of this thesis. Given
that the necessary corrections to CVE data are made or some alternate, more accu-
rate vulnerability feed is used, the method presented here would significantly reduce
the number of false positives in scans containing Linux kernel that has been compiled
with LKM support enabled.

Although the poor quality of readily available NVD data meant that the main goal of
reducing false positives was not achieved, the results on LKM recognition were really
promising. The signatures produced by the enchanced and extended algorhithm were
not only architecture independent, but for the most part even version independend. The
signature quality was also better than initially expected, with a detection rate of around
90% in all the tests for the LKMs that were initially found to have enough material for
a valid signature.

5.3. Future work

Even though the signature quality of the LKMs is pretty good with the current imple-
mentation, it could be further improved by utilizing more of the unique properties of
LKM ELF files. One such feature would be extending the signature extraction to the
__ksymtab and .kstrtab sections. These two sections form the symbol name table that
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tells what symbols of the LKM should be accessible for the rest of the kernel after the
module has been loaded. These sections are left completely unprocessed in the current
implementation.

It could also be possible to detect what included LKMs are loaded at runtime us-
ing only static analysis. Parsing some configuration files that are typically used to
forcefully load LKMs, such as modules.conf, modprobe.conf and rc.local, one could
determine which LKMs found from the binary are for sure loaded at runtime. As the
signature based matching of LKMs has proven to be viable, this method could fur-
ther reduce the number of false positives. This could be done by e.g. showing only
warnings about vulnerabilities affecting LKMS that are included in the binary but not
loaded at startup. It could also be used to reveal incorrect kernel configurations: hav-
ing a large number of unused LKMs in kernel image is not desirable, especially in
embedded systems like router firmwares and such.

One of the biggest caveats of the current implementation is that it is capable of de-
tecting LKMs only if they are included in the binary as separate files. However, there
are kernel configuration options that compile the kernel into one massive binary file,
thus embedding the functionality of the LKMs into the base kernel. Currently indi-
vidual LKMs cannot be identified from such kernel binary, but it might be possible
even with the current signatures by modifying the detection routine. This feature is in-
compatible with extending the signature extraction to __ksymtab and .kstrtab sections
though. This is because symbol tables get stripped from the modules when included in
the single binary kernel image.

The LKM metadata in .modinfo section could also be utilized as a definitive detec-
tion method, i.e. when finding .modinfo section from an ELF file, it could be regarded
as a match for the LKM with the name described in the said section. The reason why
this could be regarded as a definite match is that all LKMs contain this section and have
their metadata stored there. In theory the .modinfo section is not mandatory for ELF
to be an LKM, but the lack of it would mean the developer is actively trying to hide
the fact that it is indeed an LKM. That would imply that the developer is planning on
doing something malicious with the LKM and finding it with a signature match would
be improbable as well as it would be highly unlikely that the signature database would
contain a signature for such an LKM.

If LKMs in separate files would be detected based on metadata only, the signatures of
most critical LKMs could be enhanced by dropping all the non-essential LKMs from
the signature database. These enhanced signatures could then be better used when
finding LKMs embedded into the single binary kernel image. Of course this would
mean that one would have to come up with a categorization for the LKM, in order to
be able to determine which LKMs are essential and which are not. One measure could
be that only the LKMs that have reported vulnerabilities against them would have their
signatures stored in the database and the rest of the LKMs would rely on metadata
detection.

Deeming .modinfo and the meta data it contains to be accurate enough for LKM
detection in itself would open other possibilities as well. For example the dependency
information in .modinfo section could also be utilized to implicitly detect LKMs from
the scanned binary. This is because in order for the detected LKM to work properly it
needs all of its dependencies to be present in the system as well.
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When doing research on NVD data regarding Linux kernel and LKM vulnerabili-
ties, it became apparent that there are a significant number of vulnerabilities reported
against LKMs. However, the vulnerability data in NVD is inadequate as all the vulner-
abilities have been reported against the base kernel instead of individual LKMs. For
this reason a massive data curation is needed in order to utilize this vulnerability data
in reducing the number of false positives in scan results.
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6. CONCLUSION

Vulnerability management is an important part of the modern software development
process. As the number of third-party software components used in a given software
project keeps growing the need for automatic solutions for identifying used compo-
nents and their known vulnerabilities becomes increasingly important. Sometimes the
source code for a project is not available and binary analysis must be used.

In order for automatic vulnerability detection and management not only to be usable
but also effective it must be accurate. The more false positives the results contain the
less they can be relied on and more manual work is required in order to validate them.

In this thesis an implementation for detecting LKMs from binary data was devel-
oped. The implementation is an adaptation of the detection algorithm used in Prote-
code SC, a software composition analysis tool developed by Synopsys Finland Ltd.
The aim was to add support for LKM detection and mapping vulnerabilities from the
core kernel to LKMs in order to bring down the number of false positives in scan
results that include the Linux kernel.

The existing detection algorithm was expanded to add support for LKM detection
using some of the unique traits of LKM ELFs. The detection uses signatures, i.e.
unique byte sequences extracted from the binaries and compared against references in
a signature database in order to determine whether an LKM is included in the input
binary.

The implementation was evaluated using LKMs compiled from Linux sources for
the x86 architecture and Linux based firmware images with a known set of LKMs.
The results showed that the signature extraction method can be applied to LKMs with
high enough accuracy to be viable in extending the coverage of Protecode SC.

Even though the signature detection produced good results, the research showed
that the vulnerability data on LKMs is insufficient for pinpointing vulnerabilities to
individual LKMs. In order to be able to bring down the number of false positives in
Linux kernel scan results, a major enhancement operation for the vulnerability data
would be required. This remains for future work as well as researching methods to
automatically peform corrections to the vulnerability data.
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